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What, Me Worry?
By Karl Geisel, Newsletter Editor

In September, I was able to get away
from my family for a couple days and
paddle in the St. Mary’s River. During
one of the trips a fellow paddler and
good friend noticed that I hadn’t completely sealed off my rear hatch cover
after eating lunch. Paddling in very
strong gusty winds and 1-3 foot chop,
my stern was slowly sinking deeper
while my bow was rising. In the lea of
an island, our group rafted up, and my
friend pumped out the water before resealing the cover. Since I had just
been paddling a short time by myself
and away from the group, I was very
fortunate that my day was only that bad.
In this issue I’ve decided to print three
trip reports – two from trips that didn’t
finish as the participants had hoped and
WMCKA members pra
ctice cold-water rescue
a third trip that will leave you (and me)
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hanging until the next issue.
ing sure
Trip planning is something that we all that others know what you expect from come out of it with minishould take very seriously. Whether them is a key to a successful group mal impact will keep you from having
we’re going out for an hour, or out for a paddle. This communication needs to that really bad day on the water.
week, we are still relying on our “ship” happen before the trip starts and it Karl
to provide our transportation and keep needs to continue throughout the trip.
us protected from the elements of the
sea. We’re also relying on our own
judgment of whether the boat and its
captain are competent to take on the
voyage ahead.

Once a moderate to large size group is
on the water good communication is
very difficult to maintain, especially if
the group becomes fractured or separated. Signals or radios come in to play
Unless we have made specific arrange- here, but work well only if the people
ments beforehand, we are ultimately sending and receiving them have pracresponsible for saving our own hides ticed using them.
when something goes wrong. This The off season is a great time to think
means dressing for conditions, being about, discuss and practice solutions to
able to perform a self-rescue in condi- bad scenarios that you will most likely
tions and contacting outside rescue in run into once the season starts up
case of a major emergency.
again next Spring. Learn a new rescue
The dynamics of our responsibility and or roll at a pool session. Talk to other
judgement get complicated when pad- paddlers about both good and bad
ding in a group. The reality of the need safety practices.
of the collective group often infringes on The knowledge of how to recognize
personal egos and expectations. Mak- trouble and how to either avoid it or
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The Presidents View from the Bay
By Al Anderson, WMCKA President

Another paddling season has pretty
much flashed by, fostering the perrenial
lament that I spent too much time working and not enough kayaking. As November rapidly approaches, the weather
still smiles most of the time - it may not
be too late to get in a bit more quality wet
time.
The weather didn't just smile at Mesick
this year - it laughed out loud. Obligations forced me to miss dinner and the
general meeting on Saturday evening,
but all reports were positive. Thanks to
Bill for chairing the meeting. Also, I'd like
to thank outgoing board member Keith
Wikle for his years of service to the club
and to welcome Paul Fishback as the
newest at-large member.

nual rainfall this year. It's hard to imagine
the amount of water it actually takes to
make a visible drop in these inland seas.
Down in Georgia, Lakes Linear and Allatoona, which serve as reservoirs for the
Atlanta and north GA areas, are within a
a few months of being gone completely.
I've boated on those large inland lakes,
and seeing TV images of what looks like
a desert with a puddle off in the distance
is frightening. Some politicians in the
southwest are looking at the Great Lakes
as a source for water. Here's a hint:
Don't build cities in the southern desert
and expect people living in rain and
snow in the midwest to supply your water. With water predicted to become the
new oil, we may just want to give some
thought to how our natural resource is
going to be exploited and by whom.

The big news on the Lake front is diminishing water. Lakes Michigan and Superior are receding at an alarming rate.
We're at about 50% of our average an- Al

Discovering the Rock – Part One
By Al Plewka

The Newfoundland segment in Justine
Curgenven’s , “This Is the Sea Two”,
bumped this trip up several notches on
my list of must do retirement goals. After
five days of travel, including a very
smooth fourteen hour ferry ride, we were
entering the port of Argentia, on the Avalon Peninsula. Off to port, we could see
bunker entrances where munitions were
stored during W.W.II. In nearby Ship
Harbor, F.D.R. and Winston Churchill
had met secretly just four months before
the attack on Pearl Harbor.
If you believed in omens, you’d have had
plenty to smile about besides the following seas. On this ship of some 400 feet,
a gentleman chanced to take a nearby
seat. He happened to be a retired documentary film-maker whose focus was
Newfoundland folklore. He graciously
answered all my questions, including
those on the controversial decision to
join the confederation in 1949. This resulted
in
the
‘resettlement’ (abandonment), between 1954
and 1975 of about 285 ‘outports’.

her. Her name’s Alison Dyer”, I heard
him say. A quick check of my file confirmed that, yes, this was the same person whose blog had contributed three
intriguing day trips to our itinerary!
The crossing sped by as I conversed
with a wildlife photographer who’d led
several workshops in Newfoundland, but
it was the final approach to Argentia that
really got me pumped; spouts and
spouts everywhere! We were told that
we’d timed our whale quest just right, as
the humpbacks were feeding on the
schooling caplin. Under a full moon, I
watched them flip their tales to the sky,
lay on their sides and repeatedly slap
their pectorals and breech; breech as
many as ten times in a row. I didn’t know
they did that!

Our good fortune continued the next
morning, when we actually got a day
without fog at the Gannet colony at Cape
St. Mary’s. Incredible! Eleven thousand
pairs of Gannets along with some 20,000
more pairs of Turs (Muirs), Ticklearse’ (Kittiwakes), and Pigeons
When the conversation shifted to kayak- (Guillemots) along with a Razorbill here
ing, I learned that his daughter’s good and there for good measure.
friend was an avid kayaker. “Perhaps
That evening, we got our first chance, of
you’d like to join us for dinner and meet
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Sunday Morning Baptisms
By Lori Stegmier

I was asked to write this article about a
situation that occurred on Lake Michigan
during the April WMCKA event at
Ludington State Park. Although I wrote
this article from my perspective, I shared
the draft with a number of others who
were there to ensure that it accurately
reflected what transpired on the water
that day.
It exemplifies how quickly things can go
wrong - even on a relatively routine day
paddle - highlights the need for
developing strong paddling and rescue
skills, and illustrates the importance of
always being ready for the unexpected.
I hope that through this sharing, others
can benefit from the “lessons learned.”
On Sunday, April 29th, I and eight other
kayakers decided to paddle on Lake
Michigan. For the most part, it was a
group of fairly experienced paddlers.

many, to test the Newfoundlanders’ hospitality,
for which they’re famous;
locked our keys in the car.
Eleven o’clock at night, a
locksmith shows up, who
was located via a thriving
grapevine, and totally refused any payment of any
kind!

Included in the group were two ACA
certified instructors, a BCU Four Star
recipient, and five other kayakers with
years of paddling experience all of whom
had a roll. We also had with us one
intermediate paddler and one novice
with a great desire to improve his
paddling skills.

Earlier that morning, we had also made
plans to meet at a specific time at a site
on the river. We would launch from
there and then paddle down the river a
short distance to the big lake.
When we got to the launch site, two
things happened.
First, two of the
kayakers in the group had a camper and
trailer rig that was difficult to park at the
selected launch site.
These two
individuals decided that they would drive
down to a larger parking area, launch
directly onto Lake Michigan, and meet
the rest of the group on the water.
Second, the novice paddler did not show
up at the launch. We waited for him for
ten or fifteen minutes, decided he must
have changed his mind about going, and
took off on our paddle.

Earlier that morning, one of the group
members had checked on the Lake
Michigan water conditions and reported
flat water. The day was relatively warm
for that time of year, with a temperature
in the mid-60’s. However, the water
temperature was still in the 40’s.
Everyone in the group had worn a dry
suit while paddling the day before and a
dry suit was again the logical choice of
attire for that water temperature. This
was true even through the reported
conditions were unlikely to result in a When we left the river and entered Lake
Michigan, we discovered that it was not
capsize.
flat calm as had been reported earlier.
Instead there were one foot waves. I
commented to one of the other paddlers
that maybe it was best that the novice
paddler had decided not to join us.
Although still fairly benign paddling
conditions, any wave action can cause a
new paddler to become tense and can
put them at risk of capsize.

From there, it’s off to Butterpot Provincial Park ($13/
night) and the start of some
real adventure on the wa- A spiny urchin trea
t
Photo by Art Plewka
ter; a short drive to Bay
Bulls to board one of the excellent
boat tours. The wait afforded time for a steep sided rookery
little ‘Reality Check’. I was anxious to where the somehow clownish Puffins
test the water temperature, since on the seemed to pose, giving you their best
drive, I’d gotten an inkling that my wife side.
was maybe having some second Really needing to get my bearings on
thoughts. As she put it, “I’m afraid I’m this whole kayaking/whale thing, I sought
going to die out on the Atlantic.” Well, out one of the best outfitters around. His
Lake Superior is cold, but this was like, reaction to my reference to the just‘Don’t even think about survival,’ kind of barely soft water was, I’d say, unexcold! What did I expect? Those big pected; “Drysuit? I paddle in shirt
white things floating in the harbor aren’t sleeves! Why would you tip over?”
made of styrofoam. As the tourist pro- Needless to say, we immediately signed
motions put it, “This is as far from Dis- up for the next all-day outing.
neyland as you can get. ”Our day cruise Sue and I got some strange looks, as we
was spectacular, not only viewing ice- prepared to launch; spare paddles, rabergs and scooping up bergy-bits to examine, but also getting very close to a
(Continued on page 6)
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Five minutes into the paddle, the risk of
capsize for novice paddlers became
evident. I was looking out at the lake
when I saw two kayakers about 50 yards
in the distance. One of the two had
capsized and was in the water. The
other paddler was sitting in her boat
about ten yards away with her back to
the swimmer.
I, along with another individual from our
group, quickly paddled over to them. As
we approached, the individual still in her
boat indicated that she didn’t dare turn
around to try and help her partner as she
might capsize as well. She said that he
would be okay because he had taken
rescue classes. However, at the time we
approached, a self-rescue did not seem
to be in progress.
When I paddled over to the person in the
water, indicating my intent to perform a trescue, he told be that he would be okay
because he had on a wet suit. While a
wetsuit is better than no protection, it is
not
(Continued on page 5)

A Different View of the Bay
By Val Rossman
I anticipated writing a trip report of the
scenery, great campsites and fishing on
this second trip to the Georgian Bay
(northern Lake Huron). On day 3 the
focus of this trip turned.
Vera Tiani, her husband Dan Shuppert,
Nancy and Ralph Dittmar and I had all
attended the WMCKA Symposium
together and gathered another weekend
to practice skills, discuss food and gear
and lay out this trip. Vera, Dan and I had
paddled the Mink/McCoy area of
Georgian Bay last year and had just
returned from 6 days in Lake Superior’s
Apostle Islands. But this was to be the
first tour for the Dittmars, enthusiastic
new paddlers. So we planned to string
the 50 mile one way paddle from
Killarney to Key River out over at least
10 days to allow for a leisurely pace,
sitting out any questionable conditions
with plenty of day paddle time, hiking
& fishing.
Making a last minute decision to
launch from Killarney as opposed to
the Chickanishing River mouth got us
quickly into an hour’s worth of jumbled
water around the light house point just
outside of the channel. It was a light
breeze but long southerly fetch that
made the water bumping off steep
rocks a little challenging but the
D i t t m a r s s t e p p ed up witho ut
complaint. Ralph, a retired physics
instructor, told me that technically
“reflected” wave is more correct than
“refracted” in those conditions.
Day 2 found us near Toad Island where
just before an evening rain I landed a 20”
bass on my yo yo fishing spool and a
yellow Yamato from my kayak. Yee
haw!! This was going to be a great trip.
The 3rd day Vera, Dan and I took a 15
mile day paddle through Beaverstone
Bay and up into the Collins Inlet. I got
some great tail winds on the return,
sailing my kayak at 5 mph with a large
golf umbrella!
As we returned to camp and pulled the
boats up on the solid granite island I put
a foot too close to the water line and
slimy rock and fell hard across the stern
of a boat with the upturned rudder
catching my side just where I didn’t have
padding on my PFD. Lesson 1: The

rocks up there are beautiful but
treacherous. Veteran ski patroller, Vera,
checked me over but since I wasn’t
gasping for breath, had no discoloration,
or deformity we determined maybe I had
a bruised or cracked rib. A good dose of
ibuprofen got me through the night and
into my kayak the next day. I paddled for
the morning but not at my usual pace.
We had great blueberry picking at our
lunch stop but upon reentering my kayak
I could only manage a few strokes
before a racking spasm halted me. Dan
hooked onto me for an afternoon’s tow.
As we set up camp on night 4 things
were becoming increasingly more painful
and difficult for me. After a tough night I
got up on day 5 knowing that since one
of our cell phones (3 phones on 3
different services) did have a signal it

was time for me to try to make an exit.
With at least 24 miles to our car in Key
River they couldn’t tow me for 2 or 3
days. If we got wind or waves I wouldn’t
be able to handle my boat and if for
some reason I did a wet exit that getting
back in was going to be very, very
painful and dangerous. Lesson 2:
Always take all the cell phones fully
charged as this is the second time in
what we thought was very remote area
that they had come in handy! Don’t
assume they’ll be worthless.
I had a
VHF but it had gone on the fritz. Hoping
to make a low key exit we called Key
Marine, where our back end car was and
asked if they knew of a local boater who
would like to make some money picking
me up. Within 10 minutes the Canadian
Coast Guard, notified by Key, was on the
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phone to let us know that they were
launching and would be there in an
hour. We’d given GPS coordinates so
their fancy inflatable pulled right up to
our campsite.
Two young men and a young lady, very
professional and competent, were happy
to board me and my gear and even said
t h e r e wa s n o c h a r g e f o r t he
extrication. We’d nicely gotten back out
on the bay to head an hour to Britt for a
waiting am bulance when the
transmission came for them leave me on
the island as there was chopper on the
way. Seems there were a lot of folks
wanting to practice their rescues that
day. Since we were already out of sight
of the camp my friends could not figure
out why a copter was now circling they
and they didn’t go wave them in. But
within a few minutes the helicopter set
precariously down on a large adjacent
rock and I was brought back for
boarding. These guys were bigger,
badder and even better looking and I
got a beautiful aerial view of the
remainder of the paddle my friends
would be dragging my empty boat
through.
After over an hour’s ambulance ride
and two days in a Parry Sound
emergency room it was confirmed that
I had at least one or two broken ribs.
Lesson 3—don’t walk in from the
ambulance under your own power,
saying this happened 2 days ago and
that you can breathe okay. I along
with nearly everyone in waiting just
kept getting re triaged. It took over 6
hours for me to be seen and then I
had to come back the next a.m. and start
in the line all over again to get an ultra
sound to see if I had a liver injury. I’m
appalled now after some research that I
was not admitted that first evening when
a lacerated liver was a possibility. I’d
gone off to a motel room alone. I was
actually able to get the ultra sound
results read faster by having them faxed
back to my Dr. in Battle Creek as
opposed to waiting in the triage line for
the entire second day.
I guess
socialized health care is not all it may be
cracked up to be.
A bus ride got me back to Key River
where I awaited my friends with an icy 12
pack the next day. Apparently hauling
an empty kayak is not easier because it
is lighter without an occupant, as I could
have utilized the
(Continued on page 6)

him struggle to successful perform a
rescue in a real life situation and rescues
(Continued from page 3)
become more difficult when the waves
start to build.
Instead, I positioned
the best choice for submersion in water myself where I could monitor the rescue.
in the 40’s.
As the rescuer reached the overturned
He also indicated that he was boat, the swimmer grabbed the rescuer’s
embarrassed about having to be boat and was holding on to it in front of
rescued. After assuring him that there the cockpit. When the rescuer instructed
was nothing to be embarrassed about, I the individual in the water to go to the
performed a t-rescue. I then instructed stern of his overturned boat, I
these two kayakers to paddle back to the intervened. Although, my ACA training
mouth of the river, letting them know that was to send the person to the back of
I would watch them until they were safely the boat so that they can push down on
the stern to assist in raising the bow so
off the big lake.
that it can be easily pulled onto the
While I was performing the rescue, the rescuer’s boat, I generally prefer to have
two paddlers who had launched directly the swimmer close to me where I can
onto Lake Michigan joined us. And, with watch them and talk to them. I shared
them was the novice paddler. I briefly my rationale with the person performing
considered whether or not I should ask the rescue.
the novice not to go on the paddle
seeing how we had just rescued one As I watched, I regretted the decision not
beginner. However, as I assessed the to do the rescue myself. Although the
situation, he was in a very stable boat, person who went in for the rescue had
was wearing a dry suit, and was with a gotten to the front of the boat quickly, he
group of people with good rescue skills. repeatedly missed grabbing the bow of
Besides, I had talked to him at length the the boat. I watched as the boat, which
night before and knew how much the was down wind and down wave from the
opportunity to go on this paddle meant to rescuer, started to blow away. And I
him. As I result, I said nothing and we watched as his repeated attempts to
draw stroke to the boat failed.
started on our paddle.

Stegmier

For the next 45 minutes to an hour we
paddled into the waves about ½ mile
from shore. During this time, the waves
started to build until they were two to two
and half feet.
Still, everyone was
paddling confidently and competently,
laughing, talking, and sharing stories as
kayakers often do. It felt great to be
back on the water after the long
Michigan winter.
As much fun as we were having, we
eventually decided that we needed to
turn around and head back to the
launch. As we turned, I intentionally
stayed in the back of the group,
intending to paddle in the sweep position
due to the risk of capsize in following
seas. And, in less than five minutes, the
intermediate paddler did capsize and
came out of his boat [Person A, Capsize
#1].
Being in the back of the pack, I was in a
great position to rescue, but another
paddler in the group headed toward the
overturned boat. I debated calling that
person off and doing the rescue myself.
Although this individual had significant
rescue training, I had previously watched

Now we had two people in the water, and
the person attempting to rescue the first
boat was still working to get it emptied.
The person with whom I had rafted and I
got the first swimmer out of the water
and onto the front of our boats, while a
third paddler performed a t-rescue on the
person who had just capsized.
The boat of the kayaker who initially
capsized was finally emptied. However
the rescuer, who by this time was a
significant ways away from the rest of
the group, did not have a contact tow. As
a result, he could not bring the boat back
to where we were bobbing up and down
on the waves. A fourth person in the
group had to go over with their towline,
retrieve the boat, and return it to me.
As all of this was happening, someone
brought it to my attention that the novice
paddler had never stopped and had
been steadily paddling away from the
group. With a sick feeling, I watched his
diminishing form. Only later, as we
debriefed, did I learn that the novice
paddler was so frightened that he didn’t
dare stop paddling so kept right on going
when the first capsize happened.
The individual who brought it to my
attention volunteered to go after him as
we completed the rescues. As much as I
hated to split the group, I decided that
this was the best option as we still
needed to get two paddlers back in their
boats.

Just as I decided to intercede, the
person in the water let go of the
rescuer’s boat. Now, what we had was a
swimmer bobbing in the waves with the
rescuer and the capsized boat floating
The second person who capsized was
farther and farther away.
successfully rescued [Person B, Rescue
Even though the person in the water was #1, A in water]. As I was finishing
wearing a dry suit, I was concerned getting the original capsized individual
about the temperature of the water and back into his boat, I heard another
the amount of time he had been in it. I capsize behind me [Person C, Capsize
started paddling toward him, calling for #3, A-C in water]. And once again, even
someone to raft with me as I did. I though this person knew how to roll and
wanted to get the person out of the water frequently solo paddled, he came out of
and onto the front of my boat, but I his boat. The person, who had been
wanted the stability of a raft so that I did successfully rescued just a few minutes
not capsize as well.
ago, decided that it was his turn to be on
the rescuing end.
Two paddlers immediately came along
side me. I thought the person on my While I completed my rescue [Person A,
right was in a better position, so I called Rescue #2, C in water], I watched the
off the person to my left. However, beginning of the new rescue being
before he could turn away, the two rafted performed and everything looked good.
boats went up on a wave, slamming into The rescuer had gotten to the boat
his boat which resulted in a second quickly, emptied it out, and started to put
capsize [Person B, Capsize #2, A-B In the paddler back in the boat. But as I
water]. And, although he knew how to finished my own rescue, I hear the
roll, he couldn’t roll up on this “good” second rescuer start yelling for help.
side because of the position of our
boats, and he wet exited.
(Continued on page 7)
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Rossman
(Continued from page 3)

rudder to keep it aligned. They tried several towing methods but it whipsawed
and jerked a lot and they were buffeted in pretty good winds and longer than
planned days. We’re need to hold a ceremony to remove the cursing and bad
karma wished on my boat and a number of scenarios had also been
concocted as to why maybe it didn’t return. But in the end it arrived at my feet
with nary a scratch. None of us can recall from any instruction or paddling
books any tips for improving the tracking of an empty towed boat. You
Symposium gurus want to weigh in on this one?
We had a good laugh over the story of them stopping for lunch at the end of
the Bustard islands. While they were snacking on tuna, a lady cruised by in a
motor boat letting them know she’d just seen a bear over behind them. Guess
the boats got launched pretty quickly. Lesson 4: Remember this line for getting
landing spots and campsites.
Dan, who received his Eagle Scout 40 years ago declared that new kayaker,
Ralph, who stopped just short of Eagle Scout 45 years ago, had earned his
final merit badge in crash course kayaking. I’ve had a blown ACL, broken a
vertebrae, wrist and elbow fractures in my sports ventures BUT nothing beats
the pain of the first 4 or 5 days of broken ribs. Dittmars have not yet sold their
gear and say they’ll still tour with me.

Plewka
(Continued from page 3)

wonderful benign breakers of the sea
swell; beautiful, foaming, crashing
waves, with the sounds echoing off ancient cliffs. All within a boat’s length but
of little threat, since we were in the lee of
the high shoreline.

dio, pumps, paddle floats…Oh yeah, we
were wearing our dry suits. We listened
to the on-water instruction; ‘These doubles have big cockpits, not like those
whitewater boats. If you tip, you’ll be out
before you hit the water. Let’s paddle!’
This would be our only paddle with an
The day was fantastic. The twelve mile outfitter during the twenty eight days we
paddle featured waterfalls, caves and were on ’The Rock’. As I gained local
high steep cliffs. We sampled the roe of knowledge, and a healthy respect for our
‘Whore’s Eggs’ (spiney urchins) and surroundings we were able to thoroughly
were only slightly impressed by ‘Short enjoy fourteen more day paddles in
Will’, the sea stack used by the navy to some of the most beautiful and easily
sight in their deck guns. A paddle accessible places you could imagine. I
through ‘Redemption Rock’, without was always careful not to get in anyone’s
touching, guarantees the forgiveness of way at launch sites, but my inquiries
all your sins on the next high tide. Then were always met with the same response; ‘You’re fine where
there’s
the
you’re to.’
Since it’s the tiny food
fish, the caplin, that attracts the whales, cod,
fishermen, and tourists
like me; I had to better
understand their habits.
As most were still at
sea and not yet spawning on the beaches, I
could take several
days to sightsee other
areas, and then return
for
better
whale
watching. So, it was
decided to head
ka north to ‘Iceberg Alw
le
P
rt
A
Photo by
ley’.
aterfall.
another w
Enjoying

In
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Twillingate

we

booked a tour with the ‘Iceberg Man’ and
were awed by the experience. A bonus
was finding some bergs close enough to
paddle out to! To balance out our exposure a little bit, we also took in a play before leaving town. It recounted the life
story of a local, Georgie Sterling, who
became a world famous opera star before losing her voice. The entire play
and music were written by the Iceberg
Man’s wife and three of their children
had prominent roles as well. Bravo!
Next, was a daytrip with the famous (Just
ask him.) Dr. Beamish, out of Trinity.
Picture the professor in ‘Back To the Future’, but substitute a red survival suit for
the white labcoat. His theory of ’Whale
Time’ befuddled the best of us and we
were grateful for the comic relief when a
young lad asked, “ Can I leave, so I don’t
have to listen to the boring part?”. With
the lecture behind us, the pace quickened, as we roared along the coast in
the rigid zodiac. We never found the reported sperm whales, but we were in
awe of dozens of bald eagles nesting on
the jagged cliffs, and eerily up close icebergs.
We upgraded our lodgings to B&B’s to
meet some ex-fishermen and families,
which worked out very well. I learned
more about international factory ships
dragging the codfish spawning grounds,
and about miles-long ‘ghost nets’ that
break loose and kill fish for decades. I
heard about the changed behavior of
humpbacks, and the reduced number of
caplin that don’t, ‘roll like a black wall’

While I started a t-rescue
on the most recent
(Continued from page 3)
capsize [#4, Person B], I
watched another person
The rescuer was parallel to the boat he paddle
toward
the
had been rescuing and was trying to swimmer [Person C].
brace himself on that boat. However, it As he did so, I heard
was clear the attempt was failing, as I him yell to let the boat
was looking at the bottom his boat as he float to shore and say
started to capsize. I quickly paddled that he would paddle
toward him hoping to be able to grab his the person into shore
boat and stabilize it. When I was one on the back of his
paddle stroke away, he went over and boat.
I was
came out of his boat again [Person B, somewhat concerned
Capsize #4, B-C in water].
about this decision as
towing a paddler in
Once again, we had two people in the the water is extremely Always have an Ex
it Str gy
water, one of these two had now difficult and we were Surfing Practice – Ludinate
Photo courtesy
gton, Spring 20
Jack Keyes
04
separated from his boat, and the group still a ways from
was still splintered. I was starting to feel shore. However, the person who made
a little anxious.
the decision was a well-trained pants, a polypro shirt, and a
and strong paddler, so I returned paddle jacket, I felt the panic rise. He
my attention to the rescue I was had been in the water far too long in that
kind of dress, and his boat had already
performing.
floated to shore.
Only later, as we debriefed, did I
come to understand what had I undid my tow belt and clipped the
unfolded during the last failed carabineer to the front of the rescuer’s
rescue attempt.
The person, boat hoping that we could make more
who had initially capsized, had progress with two people paddling. But
become incoherent in the water, as I started to paddle toward shore, the
Looking back, I
most likely as a result of “cold rope went slack.
shock.” As the rescue attempt realized that the carabineer had not
was being performed, he first closed completely and had dropped off
capsized his own boat and then into the water. This most likely occurred
grabbed the rescuer’s boat and because I had last paddled in salt water
had pulled on it hard enough to and although I had rinsed all of my
capsize the rescuer as well. The equipment after that trip, the carabineer
decision to paddle the swimmer may have been corroded.
to shore was made due to the
fact that he had already As I tried to decide what to do next, the
separated from his boat, and person who had capsized as we started
that even if we had retrieved it, our return trip went over again and we
Rinsing off a drysuit.
he would have been difficult to once again had two people in the water
Photo by Art Plewka
rescue in his current state of [Person A, Capsize #5, A,C in water]. I
felt I needed to focus on the
anymore and the worst nightmare of all; the mind.
underdressed person in the water, and
closing of the commercial cod fishery in 1992.
As I watched the slow progress hoped the rest of the group could
In the heyday of the fishery, there were huntoward shore, another paddler successfully rescue the most recent
dreds of fishplants in the tiny outports, but
came in and offered to complete capsize. However, I was starting to feel
within eight months of the closing, more than
the rescue I was performing like things were out of control.
80% of out porters, some 26,000 fishermen,
which freed me up to assist the
were on government assistance. Ten thousand
person who was trying to paddle We finally sent one paddler into shore so
left the fishery for good. In the next decade,
the person to safety. [Person B that he could wade out and help us get
more than 50,000 left, looking for work on the
the underdressed paddler to shore once
rescue #3, C in water].
mainland.
we got him to a place where he could
stand up.
As
I
approached,
I
realized
that
As a more vivid picture of Newfoundland came
the
person
in
the
water
did
not
into focus, our trip took on a new meaning. AlAfter what seemed like an interminable
most two weeks into it, we’re having the time of have on a dry suit, even though amount of time (although it was probably
our lives and we’re yet to see a whale up close. he owned one and had been less than 10 minutes), we did get the
Little did we realize what lie ahead, and much wearing it the day before. When swimmer to the beach. I grabbed the dry
I recognized that he was only
of it owing to the best flat tire I ever got!
wearing a pair of lightweight
(Continued on page 8)

Stegmier
Stegmier(Cont’d)
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Upcoming WMCKA Events – In Detail
Pool Sessions

Map Showing Grandville Middle School

sign up in advance – contact Karl Geisel
WMCKA Pool Sessions will be held on at karl.geisel@wmcka.org.
the following Saturdays from 3-5PM: November 17, December 15, January 5 & Grandville Middle School is located at:
19, February 2 & 16, March 1, 15. at the
3535 Wilson SW
Grandville Middle School (address beGrandville MI 49418
low).
The entrance to the pool is at the rear
Rates for the two hour sessions are:
(NW corner, near the football field) of
building next to the athletic field.
WMCKA/ACA Members $10.00
WMCKA, non ACA
$20.00
Please clean your boat thoroughly beNon WMCKA members $25.00
fore leaving home. Boats that are not
free of dirt, sand, leaves and other debris
will not be allowed in the pool!!
Formal instruction may be available this
year for an additional charge. You must

Stegmier
(Continued from page 7)
bag out of my hatch, had him slip out of
his wet clothes and put dry clothes on
him. While I monitored him for signs of
hypothermia, a second paddler got out
his first aid kit and took out chemical
warming packs, and a third ran to get a
car so we could get the paddler in a
warm enclosed area.
As we did this, the paddler who had
escorted the novice paddler safely to the
beach returned, the rescue on the most
recent capsize was completed [Rescue
#4, Person A, all safe], and the entire
group convened on the beach.
I wanted to call it a day and to walk back
to get the cars. However, there were a
couple of people who still wanted to
paddle. We decided that anyone who
had already been in the water would not
paddle back and a few in that group went
to get cars so that the boats could be
loaded. The rest of us paddled back
hugging the shoreline.
Over the next several days, I debriefed
with several of the group members by
phone and e-mail, trying to fully
understand what had happened and
what we could have or should have done
differently.
From my perspective, these are some of
the “lessons learned”:
• Check the water conditions before

launching, instead of relying on a
report from one group member, and
check the marine forecast to see if
conditions are going to change, even
if only going out for a short paddle.
• Have the group launch as a group,
make an assessment of group
strengths and weaknesses, and have
a discussion about group dynamics
and individual roles and
responsibilities before leaving shore.
• Fully assess the appropriateness of
individual skill levels and clothing/
equipment and don’t be afraid to
make the tough decision to ask
someone not to participate in a
paddle if their participation could
potentially make it unsafe for them or
the group.
• Be trained in rescues and regularly
practice those rescues in all types of
conditions, and be aware that you
may be put in a position to rescue
people who are not part of your
group.
• Never let embarrassment or pride get
in the way of making decisions that
need to be made on the water as they
can put individuals or an entire group
at risk.
• In the event of a capsize, ask the rest
of the group to raft up or to point their
bows into the waves to minimize the
risk of a second capsize.
• W hen

performing
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a

rescue,

continually talk to the person you are
rescuing with one important message
being “don’t let go of the boat.”
• Have a contact tow and a regular tow
on your boat or on your person, and
make sure they are in good working
order.
• Have a bombproof roll on both sides.
• When someone is in the water, try to
assess a person for signs of panic or
incoherence before approaching
them and attempting to rescue.
• Trying to paddle with someone
hanging on the back of your boat is
extremely difficult and because of the
exposure of their body to the water
greatly increases the risk of
hypothermia.
• Always carry dry clothes and a first
aid kit in your boat.
• The safety of the group must always
take precedence over the desires of
individual group members.
• The most important thing for a
kayaker to posses is good judgment.

New Team to Edit Newsletter / Web
By Karl Geisel, Outgoing Editor

After almost four years of editing the
WMCKA Newsletter, we’ve finally found
someone to take my place. When I took
on the job I did so in hopes that we would
run into someone who was active in the
club and also willing to take on the task of
compiling submissions into an eyepleasing document for our members to
read.

the custom fitting your boat seminar.
Brian Crittendon has also agreed to take
on most if not all of the web work that
Keith Wikle and I have been doing over
the past few years.

It’s been great to see so much talent come
forward in recent months. Both in the submissions of photos and articles for the
web-site and newsletters and new people
I’m happy to say that this Fall at the Meet- stepping up with great ideas to relieve
ing in Mesick, we finally happened upon those of us who need time to concentrate
just the right combination. Rocky and on other things.
Char Kimball have been WMCKA members for 3 1/2 years. For those of you who WMCKA Members are a great group of
made it to this past year’s symposium, paddlers!
Rocky is the guy who brought the foam for

Lost & Found
Several items were both lost
& found at this year’s symposium.
For the full list of
items, visit the WMCKA Message Board (Forums) under
the Event Information Exchange area at wmcka.org.

Classified Ads
Non-commercial “For Sale” and
“Wanted” ads are available for
WMCKA members and other
area clubs. Each ad will appear
for two issues unless the individual placing the ad notifies the
editor otherwise. Ads should be
submitted in electronic format to
the editor at:

Pyranha Prozone — whitewater kayak with skirt,
paddle, helmet, float bags and cockpit cover, $600.
Dagger Redline — whitewater kayak, $300. Wilderness Systems Kaos — sit on top surf kayak
with tri fins, back band, thigh straps, paddle and
day hatch, $400. Snap Dragon sea kayak spray
skirt — Neoprene skirt with adjustable nylon tunnel.
Size large skirt with size medium tunnel. $80.
Adventure Technology AT3 edge bent shaft
white water paddle, 194 cm. $200. Contact Brian
at bmoon@miller-davis.com

Betsie Bay Valkyrie— Wood/epoxy, good condition. One of Doug Van Doren’s personal kayaks.
Asking $2,100. Contact Doug at: 616.452.5357, or
email: dvdoren@aol.com

newsletter@wmcka.org

A word about WMCKA events

WMCKA Membership Form
Address change
New Member
Renewal

These events are gatherings of
paddlers who share an interest
in kayaking and spending social
time together. They are open to
all interested individuals of any
(or no) skill level. There are no
leaders, lifeguards, or anyone
else responsible the safety of
those who choose to participate.
Everyone is responsible for his/
her own safety and is expected
to use common sense and good
judgement both on and off the
water. Neither WMCKA nor any
of its individual members can be
responsible for the safety of
those attending club events.

Name:
Address:
City:

State:

Zip:

Phone:
Please select a Membership option:
WMCKA Individual ($15/yr)
WMCKA Family ($20/yr)
WMCKA & ACA Individual ($45/yr)
WMCKA & ACA Family ($60/yr)
(Dual WMCKA/ACA Memberships
Include 1 year of Paddler Magazine)

Email:
I would like my name, phone # and e-mail address included in
the WMCKA membership directory sent to members each year.

Mail To: WMCKA
c/o Karl Geisel
1900 Clearbrook SE
Grand Rapids, MI 49508

Please make checks payable to WMCKA.
Oct-07
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2008 Event Calendar
Date
11/17
12/15
1/5 & 19
2/2 & 16
3/1 & 15
4/25-27
5/23-26

Event
Grandville Pool Session
Grandville Pool Session
Grandville Pool Session
Grandville Pool Session
Grandville Pool Session
Spring Gathering – Ludginton SP
19th Annual WMCKA Symposium

If you are not receiving regular WMCKA
email updates and wish to do so, please
send your current email address to:
karl.geisel@wmcka.org!

See this (and other) WMCKA Newsletters in color on-line at
wmcka.org
If you would like to receive your newsletter earlier via email contact: karl.geisel@wmcka.org

1900 Clearbrook SE
c/o Karl Geisel

